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1 Introduction

About VisualFSM
VisualFSM is a tool for measuring  the functional size of the Functional User Requirement
(FUR) describing a piece of software and documenting it in a way that is traceable and
auditable.

However much has to done in preparation for measurement to make measurement possible
and repeatable,  the most important step in that preparation is to ensure the Stakeholder
and their concerns are understood so that the measure is fit for purpose, and the FUR are
complete and unambiguous.  

The use of Functional Size for any purpose is a small part in the whole development
process;  the audience for the measure is the software procurement and development
community, and they have their own processes and terminology. It is important to avoid
giving that audience the perception that they will have to radically change their practices or
to or employ specialist simply to measure size.

This guide describes the processes necessary to get to the stage of being able to measure.
The focus is on Requirements Engineering and the techniques used are common practice
in the target community.

The output of this stage is used by the method-specific modules which, because of the
preparation done here, can perform much of the task automatically, particularly the
documentation. Some manual intervention is still required.

Automation
A side benefit is that if the audience already uses pre-defined methods for producing and
documenting FUR,  the Automation of the measurement process becomes a possibility. 

This step of the VisualFSM process has been designed such the the output can used
where appropriate, as the input to VisualFSM-Autosize, another software tool designed to
take in requirements expressed in one of the supported formats and automatically measure
the functional size.

Currently the Easy Approach to Requirements Specification (EARS) and the ISO 29148
formats are supported. User Stories and Use Cases are in development

The Case Study follows the EARS format so that the results of measurement and the
results from VisualFSM can be compared.

About this guide
This Guide is designed to introduce new users to the VisualFSM tool and to explain its
usage for analyzing and measuring the functional size of a software component using a
simplification of a VisualFSM Case Study called Hotel Management System (HMS). 
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Figure 1. The VisualFSM Measurement Process

The VisualFSM Measurement process comprises 2 Phases. 

Phase 1

In the first stage the the generic software model is built. 

1. the software to be measured is described,

2. The Architecture Diagram is selected/constructed

3. the software Component to be measured is selected 
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4. the FUR for the selected Component is captured. 

5. The FUR are then used to build the generic Function Model, Logical Data Model
and User Model.

6. Finally the Analysis purpose and scope are documented.

Phase 2

In Phase 2 the actual measurement is performed using the measurement method of choice
(the coloured box in Fig.1, in this case COSMIC) .  The Generic Software, Function. Logical
Data and User models are mapped to set of method specific models and the size is
measured using the process of the method of choice

The scope of this Guide are the Phase 1 activities. 

The Phase 2 activities are document in the Quickstart Guides for each of the supported
methods.

Use of the Mouse Buttons

Selection

Most of the Phase 1  Models take the form of a hierarchical tree structure. While on a
laptop it is possible to use the touchpad, VisualFSM has been designed to use the mouse.

The process for building any of the models represented as a tree structure is identical and
involves four actions using the mouse:

1.In the Tree, select the model to be built and LEFT-click on the Item to be acted upon.
 This makes it the focus of future actions

2. Scroll to the point in the FUR and Highlight the text representing the item to be
created.

3. LEFT-click on the selection and a popup menu will be displayed showing the
possible actions in the context of the current item of focus

4. Select the required action from the Menu

The Item having the focus will always be displayed at the top of the FUR.

FUR Selection and Navigation

Select the Model and RIGHT-click on the item of interest.

If not already loaded, the FUR will be recovered form the Document Repository and it
will be displayed

The FUR will then be scrolled to the point at which the item was originally referenced
and the text identifying it will be highlighted

Note that the use of the LEFT button will not change the current item which is the focus, it
simply navigates the FUR
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The following chapters describe the Phase 1 processes in detail and, where appropriate,
how the simple techniques using the mouse are used to build the generic models and
define the analysis purpose and scope.
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2 Software Modeling

The objective of all FSMMs is to measure the functional size of a software system as
described by its Functional User Requirements. A software system has many Stakeholders
and different types of stakeholder will perceive a system in different ways depending on
their concerns. This will affect the form and level of detail i  the FUR needed to address the
concerns. Therefore, only  information about the software which is useful to address a
concern is exposed, while information that is of no interest is hidden. 

This concept is know as abstraction and is expressed in VisualFSM by the use of an
Architecture Diagram  of the system which shows the Layers, Components and the
relationships between them The level of abstraction of the diagram. i.e. the information is
exposes, depends on the concerns of the Stakeholder. At this point we will introduce some
new terms that will used throughout this guide.

Stakeholder: An individual, team, organization having an interest in the software 

Concern: An interest in the software important to one or more of its stakeholders. 

In the context of FSM the interest is  the need to measure and its usage. It is
captured in the form of  statements of measurement purpose, scope and expected
outcome. 

Viewpoint establishes the conventions for the construction, interpretation and use of
architecture views.

 Different Stakeholders have different concerns and and will therefore observe the
structure of the software  in different ways i.e. from a different Viewpoint. In
VisualFSM the term is also used to classify Views. 

View: An artefact that expresses the architecture of the software from a given
Viewpoint. 

It is represented in VisualFSM as an Architecture Diagram.

Architecture Diagram. An artefact that show in diagrammatic form the Layers,
Components and relationships between them. 

 A Component is described by its Functional User Requirements. In VisualFSM the
measurement  is performed for each separate component.

The  input to the Software Modeling activity is the Measurement Requirement comprising
statements about the Stakeholders, their measurement concerns, the purpose  and the
scope of the measurement.. This will lead to the identification of the Viewpoint an View of
the Software to be measured. 

The outcome of the Software Modeling activity is a description of the Software and the
Architecture Diagram representing the required Viewpoint and View required the produce a
measure that addresses the Stakeholder concerns..

The main steps in the process are::

1. Describe the Software System or Application

2. Assign the Architecture View
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2.1 Describe the Software System or Application

Select the Software Model Tab if not already done, and press the Create New button. The
screen will clear and the cursor will be positioned at the Name field.

Provide the name  of the system or application, select a domain and sub-domain from the
lists, then type in the overview.

When done press Save and the System will be added to the Libary in the Explorer panel
and  Architecture panel will be enabled ready to assign a View of the System..
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2.2 Assign the Architecture View

The Software architecture is categorized by its Viewpoint  which, in simple terms, is how
the measurement Stakeholders perceive the software, and the specific View that exposes
the information needed to satisfy the Stakeholder concerns. These are commonly
understood concepts in the software architect community. It is outside the scope of this
document to explain in further detail. 

VisualFSM is delivered with a set of the more common viewpoints and views. In the
Personal Edition others can be built using the Architecture Designer. We will use one of the
re-defined views,

Select the Architecture View

Select the The Architecture tab and if not already selected, the Architecture Diagram tab.

For this Quickstart select  "Application"  from the Viewpoint drop-down and "Single Layer
- Component"  from the View drop-down. 
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At this point it is only a template, it has no functionality. If you are happy this is the template
to use press the  Add View button, and after a short delay an actual View will be created
from the template, assigned to the System just created. The Explorer is then updated.

You can remove a View by pressing the Remove View button. If you do this after you have
started to use it, all information associated with the View will be deleted.
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Edit the Names

When first created the Layers and Components are given generic names, The user can
change them

Select the Layer in the Explorer, or double click inside the Layer box (not the component).  

It will be highlighted in the Explorer and colour of the Layer box will change to act as a
visual cue of the active Layer

Press the Layer Description tab ...
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The Name and Short Name describe the primary function of the layer, the default is
Application,  Optionally change the Name, the Short Name, and description then press the
Save  button

The Name is what appears in reports, the Short Name is used in diagrams. 
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To Edit the Component, select it in the Explorer or double-click the component box. Again
the colour will change and it is highlighted in the Explorer  to act as a visual cue.

Select the Component Description tab. Change the Name, the Short Name, and an
optional description then press the Save  button

 The Name is what appears in reports, the Short Name is used in diagrams
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The change is reflected in the Explorer and the diagram

Select the Measure Component

VisualFSM performs the analysis on a single component at a time. 
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Double-Clicking the component on the diagram or selecting it from the Explorer navigator
will make it the focus for the next activity
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3 Requirements Management

The scope of the Measurement identifies the Component to be measured. The input to this
Activity is the Component of interest as described by its Functional User Requirements
(FUR)

The FUR can be loaded from an existing document, or  the FUR can be created using the
built-in editor

The outcome is a complete and unambiguous statement of the FUR to be measured.

 

3.1 Gather the Functional User Requirements

Select the Component of Interest

If not already done so, select the Component to be measured by selecting from the
Explorer, or by double-clicking it in the Architecture Diagram
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On the Main Menu pull down Manage Requirements in the main menu bar.

Select Maintain Requirements and the FUR Manager Dialog will be shown . 

The dialog performs 2 functions, it is used to manage the requirements and subsequently to
trace the references to it. At his time we are interested in the former

Manage  FUR

Functional User Requirement can be entered manually,  pasted from a word processor, or
loaded from a file. For this demonstration we will load the Hotel Management System
Quickstart which is in the fur Directory located at c:\pentadData\VisualFSM\repository.. 

Start by pressing the New FUR button, then the Load External button, the normal file open
dialog will be opened pointing to this location. 

The native document format used by VisualFSM is Rich Text Format. 

This was chosen because it is supported by all major word processors  and being  text only,
it is internet friendly, the .rtf extension filter is applied so that only valid documents are
displayed

Select the file containing the FUR...
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The document is loaded and the curser is positioned in the Title field ready for entry, enter
the title and optionally a document reference

Press the Save button and the document is added to the VisualFSM Document Repository.

The content of the Repository listed the FUR Sources panel of the FUR Manager.
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3.2 Assumptions and Notes

If the FUR are ambiguous or incomplete, needs clarification for the purposes of FSM, or
requires an assumption, VisualFSM enables the analyst to attach Addenda to the document
to record this additional information should it be required. 

The information in the addenda can then be used to build the generic models in the same
way as with FUR.

To create an addendum select and display  the FUR, the Addendum button will be
enabled. Press it and the screen will clear and a title will be generated (you can change
this).

As with FUR, the addendum contents can be entered manually or imported. 

Press the Save button and the FUR Source Panel in the FUR Manager will be updated to
add the Addendum as a child
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When the FUR is complete, close the Manage FUR screen
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4 The Function Model

Introduction

The Function Model is a hierarchical representation of the functions performed by the
software component. This is known in VisualFSM as the Functional Breakdown Structure
(FBS), each level of the structure is headed by the FBS Level under which are the
Functions performed. 

An FBS level can have a subordinate FBS Level under it. 

The complete FBS for the Quickstart Case Study is shown below.

Input
The input to this Activity are the FUR and any Addenda

Process
Creating  the Function Model comprises 2 steps:

1. Create the hierarchical Functional Breakdown Structure of the software component.
This lowest level of the FBS are in Visual called Functions and relate directly to
Elementary Processes in IFPUG/NESMA, Functional Processes in COSMIC, or
Transaction Processes in FPA Mk2.

2. For each individual function in the FBS, extract its specific FUR and other information
from the general FUR.  
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Outcome
The Outcome is the Function Model which contains for each Function:

1. A short description of the Function

2. The FUR for the Function extracted from the FUR and the Addenda

3. The assigned fsmPattern© (optional)  (explained later)

4.1 Construct the Functional Breakdown Structure

The Functional Breakdown Structure is  constructed using the "Highlight and Select"
feature of VisualFSM. It also demonstrates the audit trail feature; both are common to all
the models to be constructed, so what is learned here applies throughout.

The Hotel Management System is structured to group functions by the primary user
department, the strategy here is to create an FBS level for each department, then add the
functions to it.

Preparation

In Software Model, select the Software Modeler tab.

Then the FUR to be Analyzed ...

The Model Panel to the right shows the current state of each model. Before proceeding it
necessary to select the Model to be acted on. This done by selecting the Function, Logical
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Data or User tab as required, then the item in the model. This sets the context for future
actions, 

The current focus for action is displayed at the top of the FUR.

Create an FBS Level:

Select the FBS model, the the HMS item in the tree

Scroll to the part of the FUR showing the department functions, in this case System
Administration and highlight the word.
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Place the mouse on the highlighted text and right-click on it; a context sensitive menu will
pop up, in this case asking whether to create a child FBS level, or a function.

Select Add FBS Level 

The Create FBS Dialog will be shown:
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Select the parent FBS Level, the name (used where length is not an issue) and the short
display name (used on diagrams) then Save. 
The dialog will close and the Function model will be updated ...
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Create a FBS Sub-Level

1. In the Function Model tree right-click System Administrator to make it the focus

2. In the FUR scroll down to the Maintain Room Types heading 

3. Highlight the heading select Add FBS Level 

... create the level as before and the FBS level is created as a child

Create a Function

In the Function Model tree RIGHT-click on the FBS level  just created (Maintain Room
Types), this highlight the place in the FUR where is was located, makes this the focus for
future actions and is indicated at the top of the screen. In this case we are going to create a
Function
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From the drop down select Add Function, the Create Function dialog will be displayed:

The Highlighted text is shown at the top of the dialog for reference. 

Using short Verb-Noun notation enter the name of the Function, press save, the dialog will
close and the function will be added to the Software Modeler Function Model

Now repeat the process to add the remaining Functions and the completed Function
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Models will look like this ...

Traceability
VisualFSM maintains an audit trail showing for each item in the models, the FUR used to
identify it, and the text in the FUR used as the reference. 

For example, to trace where the Create New Room Type function was identified, EIGHT-
Click on the function in the Function Model Tree.  VisualFSM will load the FUR if not
already loaded, scroll to the location in the FUR and highlight the text used to identify it.
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This traceability feature can be used to locate any item in any of the models.

Next Steps.
At this stage the accuracy and correctness to the Function Model should be agreed with the
measurement sponsor, adjust the Models as required. There are then 2 options, depending
on the purpose of the measure, and the speed with which is is required

· If a quick estimate is required very quickly, the analyst can use the fsmPattern
technique

· If an actual measurement is required then the FUR for each function must be
extracted and then measured using the method of choice

 

4.2 Assign fsmPattern

At this point the Function models describes at the highest level, the functions the software
performs for its users. If the recommended Verb-Noun naming convention has been
followed, it is possible to derive an estimate of functional size by allocating an fsmPattern to
each function.

Functions of the same type, e.g. for Data Rich software, the familiar CRUDL cycle, each
type conforms to the same basic pattern. VisualFSM is delivered with a basic fsmPattern
library. If a quick estimate would satisfy the measurement purpose the process for deriving
the estimated function size is simply a matter of selected an appropriate fsmPattern then
assign it to the Function

Select the Function Model tab
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The Function Model screen enables the user to maintain all aspects of a Function, one
being the management of assignment of fsmPatterns.

Select the fsmPattern tab

Using the title as a guide expand the appropriate Pattern Type to reveal the patterns for
that type ...
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 ... in this case will will assume that implicit in the FUR us the requirement to report
processing errors. Select the Simple Create with Error Message pattern

 

... the VisualFSM Data Movement Sequence Diagram for the pattern is displayed with its
functional Size. Press the Assign button and it will be attached the the Function.

Repeat the process for all Functions
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VisualFSM generates a Report which can be printed and exported to a PDF file. To do that
go to the Software Modeller tab.

Ensure Show Patterns is checked hen press the Export button, 

The PDF file will be generated and it contains all the information about the measurement
exercise to date.

Scroll down to the report to the section describing the Function Model .....
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It can be seen that the fsmPattern size is 45 pCFP,  Scroll down to the section showing the
details of each Function ..
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The assigned fsmPattern Data Movement Sequence Diagram for each function is shown.

4.3 Extract the  FUR for the Individual Functions

Introduction
In this step the information about each Function is completed  by adding a short description
and its individual FUR

In the FBS select the Function by RIGHT-clicking the mouse in the FBS Model, VisualFSM
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will load the fur (if not already there), scroll to the text that was highlighted when is was
created, and highlights it.  LEFT-click on the function to make it the focus of future actions.

To see the effect of the following actions

Add reference
If the is a reference id, highlight, right-click on it, select Append reference to Function

Add Description

Add function FUR

Now repeat the process to add the remaining Functions

Maintain the Function Model
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To edit or add more information about a Function select the Function Model tab

Select the Function Tab and the Function  to be maintained ...

The text previously extracted ID, and description  is shown and can be edited (Plain Text)

Select the FUR Tab. The FUR previously appended can be edited using the built-in editor
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Next Steps.

At this stage the accuracy and correctness to the Extracted FUR should be agreed with the
measurement sponsor, adjust as required. There are then 2 other models to construct.

· The Logical Data Model;

· The User Mode
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5 The Logical Data Model

Introduction
The Logical Data Model is a hierarchical representation of the persistent data created,
maintained or referenced by the software. 

In some case a Data Model may be already documented,  however the approach
recommended by VisualFSM is to examine each Function in turn and identify the Datafiles
and Attributes maintained of referenced by it. In this way only that part of what could be a
bigger data model actually referenced or maintained is measured.

Terminology
Different measurement methods use different terms for the same thing. VisualFSM adopts
no particular convention but uses neutral terms for the elements of the models. In the Data
Model there are 2 elements

A Datafile store information about something 

A Datafile is composed  of a set of Attributes which describes it.  

These terms can easily be equated to method specific terms.

Input
The input to this Activity are the Functional User Requirements and any Addenda

Process
Creating  the Data Model comprises 2 steps

1. Identify the Datafiles.

2. For each Datafile identify the Attributes  

Outcome
The Outcome is 

1. the Logical Data Model 

2. the Logical Data Diagrams

5.1 Construct the Logical Data Model

Introduction
As by definition a Datafile has to be maintained  by a Function, the recommended way to
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identify them from the FUR for each Function.

Preparation
In Software Model, select the Software Modeler tab.

Then the FUR to be Analyzed ...

In the Function Model tab in the FUR Manager Model, expand the trees  and RIGHT-Click
on the "Create Room Type" to navigate to the entry in the FUR used to identify the
Function.

Note: RIGHT-Click  does not change the focus
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Select the Logical Data Model tab and LEFT-Click on the "Data Model" entry" to make it
the focus of future actions.

Add Datafile
Search the text for candidate Datafiles, asking the question "is this something about which
we want to store, maintain or reference information about it?"

Clearly Room Type is a candidate, 

1. highlight the word (hint: double-clicking a single word highlights it) in this case "Room
Type", 

2. Right-Click on the highlighted text the Data Model popup menu will be display. 

3. Select Add Datafile from the popup menu
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(This quickest way of adding a Datafile where the word is also the name of the Datafile)

4. if the selection is not the actual name of the Datafile,  selecting Add Datafile
(detailed) will bring up a dialog where the information can be entered..

Either way, the Datafile is added to the Data Model, and the selection is shaded to show
this is the text where the Datafile was referenced
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Add Attributes
If not already the focus, LEFT-click on the Datafile it describes in the Data Model to make it
the focus of future actions, the location in the FUR will be highlighted

1. Identify an Attribute asking "Which of Datafiles added does this describe?" 

2. highlight the text representing the Attribute name

3. RIGHT-click on the selection. The Data Model Attribute popup menu will be
displayed. 

4. Select Add Attribute,  an attribute with the name of the selected text. Repeat for each
Attribute. 

5. However where, as in this case, the Attributes are given in a comma-separated list,.

5a Highly the list

5b. Select the Add Attribute list 

All the Attributes in the list will be added to the the FUR Manager Data Logical Model
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5.2 Viewing the  Logical Data Model

For those who prefer to see the Logical Data Model in a more a diagrammatic form,
VisualFSM includes a Logical Data Model Viewer

Select the Logical Data Model Tab will show the model.
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We will not go into detail here but the Datafiles can be re-arranged by placing the mouse
cursor over a Datafile, holding the LEFT-mouse button down and dragging it to the required
location.

Relationships

Relational links can be added by selecting a Datafile, this will show a square icon in the
center. Placing the mouse cursor over the icon, holding the LEFT-mouse button down and
drag to the related Datafile. This will draw a line representing the a relational link. The type
can be changed by selecting it and pressing the appropriate button on the tool bar.

While this provides more information about the model, only the IFPUG/NESMA method
uses this information to create its own ILF/EIF models.  See the IFPUG/NESMA Quickstart
Guide for details.

The Attributes of each Datafile can by shown by ticking the Attribute View box
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The layout can be changed  by dragging the Datafiles around as described previously. A
grid can be show to aid placement
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6 The Software User Model

Introduction
The software User Model is a hierarchical representation of the users of the software
categorized by type. Categorization by type is important if the target FSMM is COSMIC as
the type is used in some of the measurement rules.

Input

The input to this Activity are the FUR and any Addenda

 Process

Creating  the Data Model comprises 2 steps

1. Identify the Users.

2. Categorize  

Outcome

The Outcome is the Software User Model 

6.1 Construct the User Model

Introduction
A User is anyone or anything outside the software boundary that interacts with the
software.  The easiest way to identify them from the FUR  is to scroll to each function by
RIGHT-Clicking on each function in turn and examining the text to find them, candidate are
the nouns or noun phrases with an associated action

One approach is to scan the FUR, identify the Users and add them, here we will use a more
methodical approach by examining the FUR for each Function and do the same thing. It is
up to the analyst which approach to use

1.  Select the FUR Model Tab
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2. RIGHT-Click  on the Create Reservation function to scroll to the function in the FUR

3. In the User model LEFT-click on the User Model to set the focus. 

4. Search the text for candidate Users, the System Administrator is clearly a human
User,  highlight the text identifying the User,

5. RIGHT-click on the selection

6. select Add Human User (Quick)

The User is added immediately
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Selecting Add User (Details) brings up a dialog where the information can be entered

Repeat the process until all Users have been identified
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6.2 Viewing the  User Context Model

VisualFSM automatically creates the Context Model showing the Users in relation to the
software with which they interact.

Select the Context Model Tab to show the model

Re-Arranging the Diagram

1.  by placing the mouse cursor over the item to be moved

2. , hold the LEFT-mouse button down and drag it to the required location

Maintaining the Users

1. Select a User by clicking it, the details are shown

2. Edit as required

3. Save

The changes will be reflected in all the User Model trees. 
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7 Create Analysis

Preparation

The Stakeholders, purpose and scope of of a measurement exercise is extracted from the
measurement requirements in the statement of requirements.

Select the FSM Analysis tab 

.press the New Analysis button and complete the details. The Measurement Analysis
Requirement are provided in the document Hotel Management System - Measurement
Analysis Requirements.rtf 

Analysis Information

Enter the basic information about the analysis
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7.1 Stakeholders and Purpose of Measurement

Introduction
Before starting any measurement session it is important to measure the right thing for the
right purrpose. This establsihed by documenting certain information in whar VisualFSM calls
the Measurement Requirements document

The document contains statement about the Stakeholders and Concerns, the Purpsoe and
the Scope,

Purpose
Enter the purpose of the measurement in terms of what the purpose is and the usage.

Stakeholders and Concerns
Stakeholders are those with in interest in the Software. The Stakeholders in the
measurement and the concerns that would satisfy their concerns.
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The success of the exercise is measured on the degree to which the Stakeholder concerns
have been satisfied

Scope
Enter the scope of the measurement in terms of the functions  of the software to be
measured in order to satisfy the stakeholder concerns
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7.2 Scope of Measurement

Introduction
In order to translate the Scope as stated in the Measurement Requirement it is necessary to
positively define which functions as to be measured to comply with the Scope requirement, 

 

Define the Scope
In VisualFSM the scope of the measurement is defined by selecting from the Function
Model,  the Functions that are to be included .

1. tick the boxes of the functions to be in the scope of the measurement 

2. press the Save Analysis Scope button. 

In the background VisualFSM creates the Scope Model based on the selection made. 

Add Notes to the Analyst
Specific Notes to the Analyst can also be recorded
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8 Next steps

Introduction
This Quickstart Guide has demonstrated most of the features of VisualFSM and the way it
approaches the preparation of requirements ready for measurement. 

Estimate
At this point there is no actual measurement, however, if the purpose of the measure is
such that an estimate would suffice,  it is possible to get an early estimate by just knowing
the functions to be delivered and assigning a fsmPattern to each function. 

The notation used for fsmPattern Size is COSMIC however as this is an estimate not an
actual measurement, the size measure is called the VisualFSM Pattern Size or pCFP.  

Other techniques are being considered for future releases.

Measurement
If there is a need to perform an actual measurement, the only decision to make is which of
the 3 measurement methods/variant to use. VisualFSM takes advantage of the fact that all
the supported methods have a basic unit of measure that is equivalent the the generic
Function used so far, these are

· COSMIC Functional Process

· IFPUG/NESMA Elementary Process (or Data Function Type)

· Mk2 FPA Logical Transaction

The only difference between the supported methods is the measurement model used. Each
methods takes a different view on the characteristics of software that contribute to
functional size, how they are identified and how they are measured.

The process for the measurement of size using the 3 methods can be found in the
corresponding Guides.

Off-line

· COSMIC Quick Start Guide.pdf

· IFPUG Quickstart Guide.pdf

· Mk2 FPA Quick Start Guide.pdf

On-Line

· http://www.visualfsm/quickstart/index.html

· Vfsm-COSMIC-QuickStart.chm

· Vfsm-COSMIC-QuickStart.chm
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9 Annex A - Measurement Requirements - Example

.

Hotel Management System

Functional Requirements – Quickstart

Measurement Analysis Requirements

Document Ref: hms/mar/qs/v1

Purpose
The purpose of the measurement is to measure the functional size of the Hotel

Management System as documented in hms/fur/qs/nl/v1 using the COSMIC, IFPUG and

FPA Mk2  Methods. 

Stakeholders
Procurement Manager - the concern is to be able to compare the cost of in-house

development to that of outsourcing the development, or to purchasing off-the-shelf. An

early estimate within +/- 50% of actual is required asap, followed by an detailed

measurement that is auditable and traceable to the requirements. 

Development Manager – the concern is to provide the Procurement Manage with an

estimate of the cost to develop the software in-house. Functional size in COSMIC,

IFPUG and FPA Mk2 is required to validate estimates via the three methods

Project Manager – The concern is to provide the Development Manager with

progress reports about delivery performance including comparisons of estimated cost

and duration against actuals achieved to date and prediction of final outcomes.

Scope
The scope of the measure includes all of the functionality of the system.

Note to Measurement Analyst 
To allow for an early indication of the costs an estimate of the size within +/- 50% of the

actual size is to be provided before the detailed measurement commences.
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The requirement is to measure the functional size of the software using the COSMIC,

IFPUG and FPA Mk2 methods. The measure is to be fully documented, including

assumptions or clarifications received from the stakeholders.

To satisfy contractual requirements, a full audit trail is to be provided allowing an audit to be

performed to trace the measurement to the agreed Functional User Requirement and

Scope
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